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Dean NaDled Chief Justice
Special to
the Amicus
WASHINGTON-President
Nixon. following in the footsteps
of Calvin Coolidge, has chosen
the dean of an eminent
American law school to be the
next chief justice of the United
tates .
The nomination of James P.
Whyte. Jr. for the post follows by
les than 2.1 hours the announcement of Chief Justice
Warren Burger's resignation to
become executive director of the
Order of the Coif.
In nominating Whyte, who is
dean of the Marshall-Wythe
School of Law at the CoUege of
William and Mary, the President
spoke again of his qualifications
for a member of the Supreme
Bench.
"Deep Whyte," he said, "is a
proven administrator , which it is
important for the chi-ef justice to
be. He has spent many years in

the South , like his illustrious
predecessors , John Marshall
and John Rutledge. Although he
has spent many years as a law
professor , he has not fallen for
the theories of mollycoddling the
young as have many of his
contemporaries. And I am sure
from his record as dean that he
will not be a judicial activist. "
E. pressing pleasure at the
appointment was Sen. Roman
Hruska , senror GOP member of
the judiciary committee. " As I
pointed out in my support of
Judge Carswell ," he said , " there
is a certain kind of man who
should be on the Supreme Court.
I am glad that the President has
found such a man as Dean Whyte
for this post. I foresee no difficulty in his confirmation ."
Students at Whyte's school
seem uniformly pleased with the
appointment. Student bar
president Martin Bulsht said, "I
think that I can speak for all the

students when I say that we are
pleased that the President has
intervened to remove Dean
Whyte from Williamsburg and
sent him to Washington."
The President noted, " my
nominee has spent three years in
the hot seat as dean of one of
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America's great law schools ,
handling the day to day crises
and chores of administration. As
if this were not enough, he has
also taught classes , demonstrating a ready facility for
communicating law's labor to a
new generation of attorneys. He
has been a cool headed arbitrator and , until I can make a
few more appointments to the
Court , this skill will be
necessary. And he has many
times demonstrated his judicial
temperment in even-handedly
settling student complaints to
the satisfaction of all ."
Dean Whyte himself said that
he felt delighted and honored by
the appointment. "I feel
delighted and honored by the
appointment ," he told the
Associated Press.
Whyte's appointment was
apparently the result of a search
by the Justice Department for a
man who fit into the mould

established by the President's
previous appointments. It has
been rumored that the post was
first offered to L . Patrick Gray ,
who declined to appear before
the Senate Judiciary Committee
again.
Opposition to the nomination
is , at present, uncertain. Said
Sen.
Birch
Bayh ,
who
spearheaded opposition to some
prior Nixon nominees, " So far,
I've heard nothing about the
man one way or the other , except a few student complaints
and the fact tnat he seems to be a
fox fancier. As dean , he has
certainly shown that detachment we demand of the
judiciary. "
Chief Justice Burger seemed
pleased with the nomination of
his successor , "He won 't
tolerate smoking on the
Metroliner either," he said.
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Graves Announces Shift
In Law School Facilities
By Sidney Wicks
President Thomas A. Graves
has announced that the State
legislature has approved a plan
calling for the transfer of the
Marshall-Wythe School of Law
from its present building to
William and Mary Hall , effective September 1, 1973. Under
the scheme, adopted by voice
vote duri ng the la te-night
meeting which concluded the
recent legislative session, the
Athletic Department wiIJ move
into the present law school
facilities following extensive
remodeling.
"There are several attractive
features involved in the new
arrangement," Graves noted.
"For some time the la w school
has needed a large facility fo r
classes such as Corporations , as
well as extracurri cular activities such as SBA meetings.
We feel that the presen t varsity
basketball arena will be more
effiCiently utilized in filling this
need."
Graves indicated that the new
program had been delayed in
committee for some time due to
concern
ove r
providing
adequately for the needs of the
undergraduate French department .
" We felt that moving the
French department into William
and Mary Hall would simply
create the same overcrowded
conditions we want to avoid. We
are particularly pleased that a

suitable
alternative
was
suggested and accepted, " the
President indicated .
The solution arrived at calls
for the state to enter into a longterm lease arrangement with
Zorro's Restaurant in nearby
Norge for use by certain of the
French department's classes .
The respective heads of the
departments involved have
voiced strong support for the
new arrangements .
Departing Dean Whyte of the
Law School noted that plans for
remodeling the spacious Hall
have been under discussion
secretly for some time. He indicated that the school's architects have completed basic
drawings for the new law library
which will be housed in what was
the old Wren Kitchen , situated
between the present law school
an d the Wren Building. In
response to criticism that this
would be a long walk from W&M
Hall just to catch a glimpse of
Black's
Law
Dictionary,
President Graves announced
that the ladies' iavatory on the
west side of W&M Hall will be
ut i1i zed as a library annex under
the new master plan . The Dean
pointed out that the present
sta lls lend themselves to
('Conomical conversion to muchneeded study carrols.
Athlet ic Director Ben Carnevale denied that the plan was
a hlm'print for de~mphasis of
intercollegiate athletics here.

Carnevale noted that his
department had set a "full
house " objective for the
basketball program, and that
the move from the 10,000-seat
Hall to what is expected to be a
676·seat facility in the present
law school could make a " real
contribution " towards attaining
the objective sooner. Sources
close to the athletic department
disclosed that Blow Gym
became unavailable for reactivation as the main athletic
facility when it was discovered
that Coach Ed Jones' possessory
interest had vested under an
obscure squator's statute and
the Intramural Director refused
See M-W to, p. 5.

Marshall-Wythe's librarian, Dr. J. Madison Whitehead,
smiles as he enters the new building that will shortly house
the entire law library. "I'm ecstatic," he chortled, "that
they've fianlly given us the kind of facilities I deserv~."

Noted Scholar Sues Swindler,
Charging Plagiarislll of Works
The Chicago Sun-Times announced
yesterday
that
Professor William F . Swindler,
of Marshall-Wythe has been
named as defendant in a $360,000
civil suit for conversion . The
announcement has come as a
shock to both students and
faculty who, for the most part,
were away over spring vacation.
The suit was filed April 1st in
Federal District Court in
Chicago, Illinois by Dr . Martin
L. Ziontz , Ll.B ., who avers that

Swindler has , over the past 17
years, plagiarized a total of 19 of
his works in fields ranging from
Constitutional Law to investigatory
reportage
on
massage parlor ordinances. The
200-page
complaint
(conveniently subdivided and sectioned ) discloses a shockingly
nefarious plot by which , it is
alleged , the defendant lifted
entire volumes of Mr. Zionl.z's
material chapter by chatlter ,
" merely expanding and f!~hing

out the true author's comprehensive 'p recis of constitutionallaw ."
Federal District Judge Otto
Kerner has been docketed as
presiding judge and Associate
Dean Anthony Santoro disclosed
late yesterday that the school
has retained Jerome Curtis as
counsel for Dr. Swindler.
However , this disclosure of
official support may have been
See Professor, p. 3.
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Faculty Head-Ache

-

Student displeasure with the faculty is nothing new at any
school, but rarely has any institution at any level ever seen
the likes of the enormous groundswell of animosity generated
by a recent discovery at Marshall-Wythe. Rarely has such
rancor or hostility been so richly deserved. Such blatant
elitism in clear contravention of the equal protection clause of
the United States Constitution is all the more egregious in
view of its presence in a school of law . Nor is the severity of
the transgression mitigated by the weak, plaintive mewIings
of faculty apologists citing the equities of "separate but
equal. " It will take far more than that to stem the tide of
outrage generated amongst the students upon discovery that
for years their mentors have been maintaining a separate
faculty bathroom. We applaud the SBA Board of Directors for
their forthright action aJ last Thursday's meeting. Word of
their fil ing a class action suit on behalf of all the students
without a place to sit should bring a ray of hope to those entombed in the ovp.rcrowded li.brary.

William Brennan
George Campbell
William O. Douglas
William Rhenquist

SMILE

Ban

By Popular Demand
Protest, Order and Justice
By Ms. Hostile Leffman
Dean Whyte, in a directive
issued to the faculty shortly
before the resumption of classes ,
has decreed that gum-<:hewing
will no longer be allowed in
classes, either in Rogers Hall or
in Marshall-Wythe.
This latest in a series of nono's explained that a large
number of students had complained to him of the distraction
and the possibilities of communicating dread diseases
occasioned by gum-chewing.
Dean Whyte added that the
employees responsible for
keeping the respective buildings
clean also complained of the
difficulty in scraping wellmunched Bazooka bubble gum
off the flourescent lights, but
there were indications that
Wrigley 's spearmint and the
stick gum found in packs of
baseball cards were not so
difficult to remove.
When asked for clarification of
the latest prohibition , Dean
Whyte stated that he saw "no
reason for all the bad habits
which seem to have run rampant
throughout the law schoo!." He
added, in the form of a counterquestion: "Did you ever see
Perry Mason globber up a wad
of Beechnut in court? Did you
ever see Owen Marshall lean
over to kiss his daughter , (and,
by the way , she is a cute young
thing , isn't she?) with a lighted
Camel filter in his mouth? Of
course not. And if these
distinguished

men

of

our

profession can get along without
choIJlping on a wad of gum or
sticking a cigarette in their
mouths, then I would hope our
students could."
J. Madison Whitehead, the law
school librarian , announced that
the prohibition of gum-<:hewing
would apply to the law library
facilities as well, "wherever
they ma y be - upstairs ,
downstairs , room 207, the Wren
basement, Buffalo, N.Y." Mr .
Whitehead explained the reason
for the "No Gum-Chewing "
regulation: " We have found an
unbelievably large number of
books
and
periodicals
(especially the William and
Mary Law Review , I might add)
whose pages are stuck together
so tight it is impossible to unstick them. I have to think that
this problem is a result of gumchewing: I wouldn 't want to
think what else could cause it . .

As might be expected, some
students were quick to criticize
the latest announcement. Jim
Murray. editor of the Amicus
and
second-year
SBA
representative , said: "What's
next? Necco Wafers. maybe? "
Lee Albrecht , a writer for the
Am icus , announced that he
"might just have to write an
article about this." John Bane, a
noted third-year student and
Magister of PDP fraternity,
said, " I sure hope they don 't ban
Necco Wafers . They 're good. "

Dan Coakley

Warren E. Burger
Byron White
MLA. Funt
Thurgood Marshall
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School. Inclividual copies including back issues: 20 rents at t he Law School, 35 cent. m, iled.
Second class postage paid at Boston, Mass. Copyright 1&73 by the Harvard Law Sch ool R ecord
Corporation.
ALUMNI: Alumni ""ho receive the Record as a result of membership in th e Harva rd La",
School Association should mail change-of-address information to the H a rva rd Law School
Association, Harvard Law School , Cambridge, Mass. 02138.

"Do It!"--JJ:JUIY ROllIN

-M.A.F.

Hopefully the names of our classmates and teachers add
to the levity of this issue. Should any of them have such
patrician or impressible sensibilities that they are offended
we trust that time will heal their wounds. After all, if we
cannot laugh at ourselves we don't deserve to laugh at each
other, and if we could not laugh at each other law school
would sopn become an overwhelming bore. Finally , we might
remind the thin skinned of the imm ortal words of that
famous legal pragmatist, C. Harper Anderson: "Suing a
shallow pocket is mere masochism."

Lewis Powell
William Swindler
Harry A. Blackmun
Pott~r Stewart

Letters: Gum, Grades, Gripes
To the Editor:
Gum chewing "will obviously
constitute a menace to nonchewing
hypochondriacs. "
Spider Man Comics 1972.
"In a lecture room with poor
acoustics, concentrations of
'gnash gnash ' and 'pop pop' can
easily reach epic proportions ,
thus exposing law students to
virtual immunity from senseless
questions and futile Socratic
attempts." Immunity from
senseless questions robs the
body of needed boredom
tolerance and "commonly leads
to assim ilation of course
material. interest in the course,
and motivation. " Two other
harmful attributes of gum-

chewing are sugar and rubber.
The former is a source of energy
and , if taken in excessive
quantities, rolls of body fat, and
gum contains about 30 times the
level found in Trident. Rubber ,
particularly popular in latex
paints and other disposable uses ,
is present in gum concentrations
excessive to the continued wellbeing of one's lungs , and, as a
result , is most often discarded
under seats and in the hair of the
person sitting in front of the
offending party.
Spider Man Comics concludes: "When the individual
chomps in a poorly soundproofed space in the presence of
others, he infringes on the rights
of others and becomes a serious
contributor to moral decay .
spittle accumulation. and air
pollution ."
RodE'rick Queer, D.V.M .. Gum
and thE' Non-Chomper: 16 Archives of Classroom Health 443.
( 18310.

"A study of both allergic and.
non-allergic patients shows that
intolerance to chewing gum
chomping is common to both
groups. The · many individuals
who develop symptoms from
gum
chewing
need
understanding and support of the
psychiatrist in helping them
cope with the complexities of
existence." The noxious effects
recorded included: diarrhea.
hemorrhoids , heroin addiction,
wheezing .
ugliness ,
and
paranoia.
The freedom of choice includes the freedom not to chomp
and the freedom not to be forc::ed
and subjected to the chomping of
others. The adverse effedts of
gum chewing upon the nonchewer (as well as the chewer)

in poorly sound-proofed rooms
(such as proliferate in Adair
Gym) has long been over-looked.
Based upon mdical findings , we
urge the Administration to
enforce no-chewing in the
classroom , expand library space
for non-chompers, segregate
exam rooms designating rooms
for chewers and rooms for nonchewers,
and
summary
execution in the Sunken Gardens
of any student caught violating
such a policy.
Praciticng attorneys are not
allowed to chew gum in courtrooms , and there is no reason
why the immature gum chewers
should not start learning the
behavior expected in their
chosen profession . The 97 percent who chew gum will have to
consider the perversions of the
other three percent.
Hostile Leffman
A la Editor:
Messieur. I am penning a
correspondence to you to express my general displeasure
regarding the attitude of the law
students in this. law schoo!. My
name is Messieur Napoleon
Pierre TaLouse LaTrec Genet
DeGaule Greenbaum: I teach a
class of Advanced French
Genetics in your building.
I have heard it said by law
students that your building is
crowded and that you don't have
any room for Modern Language
Classes. This statement is
completely without merit. Why.
when I received word from one
of my associates about what
great fun it was to perch on the
floor at the top of the stairs and
mesmerize law students. I
sought a transfer to your
building. I was informed by the
college administration that the
crowded conditions in the law
school were merely a fabrication
by Dean Whyte so that he could
get a new building with his own
private lavatory.
I have found the space
assigned to my class adequate
enough in light of the space
situation in our French building:
I have the classroom on the third
floor designated "Custodian. " I
pride myself in experiencing the
closest of relationships with my
24
students
during
our
discussions of the mutation ,
computation. and Fignewtontation of French genes. Although
I feel con tempt for law students
generally . I have enjoyed ex·

changing a few "Boniours" and
"Si'l vous pJais " with the
janitorial staff as they wash out
iheir buckets during my hour of
instruction.
Furthermore , I was shocked
that this newspaper would print
a picture of my associate sitting
on the floor. Such an act reflects
a lack of discretion and respect
for faculty. He and I both agree
that a picture of him as he stands
on his head in the corner by the
statue of John Marshall a
ritual he practices each morning
- would have been more within
the ambits of good taste.
I should also like to voice my
displeasure at the noise
emanating from the coffee bar.
It seems to generally stem from
the fact that students who have
lost money in one of the vending
machines seek a form of revenge
by assaulting the machine with
an array of abusive language . I
confronted one howling student,
explaining that he wa distur·
bing my class while they were
trying to take a test in the
Janitor's Closet: he thereupon
threatened to insert a Coke
machine into a \'ery sensitive
part of my anatom. · if I did not
remove myself quickly. Such a
reaction
from
a
future
professional is reprehensible!
Next semester . I will once
again have to face law students.
but only on the stairways , as I
"ill be teaching a class on the
roof of this building . I trust that I
shall find the pigeons more
amiable than the law students.
1r. Napoleon Greenbaum
To the Editor :
As an alumnus of the law
school. I was quite interested in
the Amicus articles concerning
the school's grading policy.
Being a senior partner in a ew
York City law firm.!. of course.
cannot truly empathize with this
supposed plight of more contemporary
Marshall-Wythe
students. but I can say that our
resident interviewer of applicants would have but one
thing to say to a prospective
attorney who submitted a
transcript showing a 1.6 a\'erage
and standing in the top third of
his graduating class. That one
thing would be: Ho. ho. ho. Our
firm is well-regarded in the
profession. and we ha\'e little
difficulty attracting some of the
brightest young attorneys from
schools such as Yale. Michigan.
and yes. Virginia .
S€-t' Lt'ttE'rs. p. 7
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Where Will She Wear
Law School Medallion?
By Lee Al brecht
The recipients of the MarshallWyt he
Meda llion
for
distinguished faculty or com munity co ntri bu tion s we r e
announced yesterday by Dea n
Whyte.
The fi r t place medallions ,
complete with tassels , were
awa rded to Kristy Cherry (see
photo ) for her outstanding ci vic
achievem ent while plying her
trade a "go-go " girl (see photo
again ) at the Law Wive 's pring
Dance la t March . Dean Whyte

will make the award fi r st in
pr'iv a te solemn ceremony and
the n agai n in public award .
On Februa ry 1. 1973 , Miss
Cherry fell upon a distraught
l a rsh a ll Wyt he first year
tudent in the depths of despair
and put on such a 'bang-up"
per formance tha t his spirits
wer e imm edia tely uplifted.
t: pon learning of her awa rd,
l iss Cherry stated she would
personall y thank everyone on
the selection committee headed
by Dean Whyt e.
econd place went to In-

Things Were Tough
For Student Marshall,
His Notebook Reveals
Historians and Constitutional
theorists are elated over a
recent discovery in the famed
Wren Annex . Hidden under a
floorboard beneath the desk
used by second year student
ta n Preston was a notebook
belonging to John Marshall , for
whom half of the MarshallWythe School is named . Most of
the notebook was filled with
no t es from Ar t hu r Phelp ,
Evidence Course ; the remainder
were miscellaneous items including a mem o by Marshall to
him self to con tact the Dean
about "t hat damned smoking.'
Of pecial interest were letter
~Titt en to a friend a t Ha r vard
cou ege. Tile IOlJowwg are excerpts:
.
fter endeavoring to ful£iU
my eternit y of assignments , I
am at wit 's end to complete
them for the ogre Dean Wythe
and his ma d professor s of law. I
have long needed something to
limit the lengt h of the se
assignments , so to have time to
play rugby in the Sunken Gardens . At last. I per ceived a
solution to this dilemma when
the Student Bar Association
(which could use a new
tearoom ) received a letter by
pony express from an enter prising law student in New
York, Mar tin Van Buren. He has
summarized countless cases of
Blackstone in a shor t summary
for the cost of two bits . He calls
them " Marty V's ."
" Perchance to solve the neverending problem of professors
who can't convey their scholarly
in telligence to the students in a
clear and concise manner . Again
my perplexity is solved by a
third-year student on the Law
J ournal. He believes he ca n
make a fortune from this idea ,
but fears he will be corned by
the alm ighty arrogance of his
colleagues on the Law Journal.
Th is
st ud en t.
Bu hrod
Was hington , therefore , has
deci ded (0 name these sum ma r ies under his middle name:
Gilber t."
" eve ra l s tud e n ts were
discus s ing
their
disappointm ents about Dean Wythe
(who has decided to change his
nam e to Whyte ). the professors ,
the facilities , and the general
attitude at William and Mary .
One weal thy studen t stated that
'this school won 't get a 3 cen t
piece from me when I graduate,
and . in fact. just for spite I 'll
create a school right here in
Virginia to oversha dow this

YOlmg John Marshall, a
fa mous graduate of thi s
school , holding hi s controversial note book r ecently

structor C. Harper Ander son ,
his
cla ss roo m
who
by
procedures does mor e annually
to bring the fi r st year class
together than any other indi vidual. By the playing of
musical chairs , the first year
studen t rubs elbows with more
fellow classmates than at any
tim e during his remaining two
yea rs at Marshall-Wythe.
Third Place was awarded to
first yea r student Buster A'Gin
for being the first to have his
second date in 1973. Third year
studen t John Hooker was close
behind with one and a half dates
(one girl was 14 years old) . The
committee was in sharp
disagreement as to whether Mr,
Hooker should be awarded 12 for
the date's youth or 11 2 for
assumption of the risk . Keep
tr ying John I
Honor able men tion went for
the second successive year to
SBA Vice President, George
Cam pbell for " finger -picking"
his guitar in public. He may be
seen occa sionally at t he
Williamsburg Lodge's Cocktail
Lounge. You can pick your
fr iends , George , but.. ..

Study Says Rare Ailment
Imperils Law Students
By Oxo B'Eppo

found in tha Wr<;ln Building.

decadent place. Yes , William
and Mary wiU be second in
name, fi nances , and in all other
endeavour s." Alas , poor Tom
will never get anywher e with
that pasture he 's bought in
Charlottesville. "
" A vigilante corps is being
or ganized to rid our hallowed
halls of flamboyant students of
the French language and thei r
frog ea ti ng professors who do
not even have the strength to
make it a ll the way up the stairs
and frequently conduct class on
the stairways in consequence .
" Seve ra l stud ents have
decided to lease a coach to
Philadelphia to see the widelypra ised theatrical production
'Bottomless Esophagus ." Ben
Franklin has r ecommended it
highly . " Early to bed . .. "

Professor

C'ontinued from Page 1.
pre ma ture in light of this
morn ing 's
surp r ise
an nouncem ent that the defendant
has filed an impleader and cr oss
clai m naming Prof. J erome
Lea vell as a co-defendanL In a
brief written statement for the
press (conveniently bound in 4
vol ume se ts ) , Dr . Swindler
ac cused his fellow faculty
member of misrepresentation
and conspiracy , indicating that
he had relied on Leavell ' s
representation of certain notes
as " excellent r efer ence material
which he had used extensively as
a source for his class lectures. "
Swindler indicated that he was
" not about to let this little unpleasan tr y retard my continuing
effort to reach the combined
E a rl Stanley Gardner - Ellery
Queen total-volumes-published
record by September ."

Photo by Richard Walck
Making a couple of points before an audience of titillated
law students is Krist y Cherry, wide-mouthed recipient of the
Marshall-Wythe law medallion. The demure Miss Cherry was
out front of all other competitors for the honor, nipping all
others in the race. " I appreciate this award," she said,
" recognizing my efforts on the breastworks of the law."

In a . r ecen t monograph ap pe aring in th e Journal of
Aca de mi c E rr a ta the noted
chem ist Sir Si dney Fu dd
revealed the results of his latest
series of scient ific obser vations
made in the law schools of
va rious countries in the western
hemisphere.
One of the most significant
results of his studies was the
discovery of an entir ely new
disease . which afflicts law
students exclusively . According

to Dr. Fudd , the equipment
u.<maJly rOllnel in law school
buildings , i.e. old law books,
begin to emit a rare and ordinarily harmless gas which he
has named toxis legis . Sir Sidney
observed that as long as this
vapor is rea dily combined with
quantities of carbon monoxide
an d hyd r ogen cya nide the
deleterious effects wer e greaUy
m in imized . Dr . Fudd 's conclusions reflected no general
cause for alarm , however . He
poi nts ou t that since la w
students are first among the
world's academics in the consumption of tobacco products ,

which commonly produce
minimum quantities of these two
gases, the tax is It:g is level ,. or
law schools ar e usually kep t to
mini mum concen tr ations .
" The only danger is that
burning of tobacco may at some
future time be curtailed ," said
Dr. Fudd , " then the effects of
toxis would begin to appear.
These include cer ebral atrophy ,
and its attendant confusion and
inability to solve legal riddles,.
hostility to the minor habits and
weak nesses of others , ana in the
later sta ges of deca y, delerium
legis, loss of motor control, and
fi na lly . .. ! "
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Dine in our Early American Dining Room with
Dancing to live Entertainment
Nightly Tues. - Sat.
Call 229-4100
Feast on our Renowned Salad Bar

351 York Street
i!i!

Adjacent to the Historic Area
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Compensation Board Gets
Rare Injury Description

Faculty Members
Making News
Concurrent with the termination of his contract, lecturer C. Harper Anderson filed
for bankruptcy last week in
federal district court. Anderson
attributed the demise of his law
practice to " no clients." When
questioned about Anderson's
dismissal from the faculty Dean
James P. Whyte stated, "Harper
who?" It has been rumored that
the two have never met since the
Dean does not arrive until 9 a .m.
Anderson's classes will be
taught by T. Henry Hutchinson
who is returning to MarshallWythe by popular demand
Hutchinson is currently on the
law faculty at the University of
Colorado where he has been
teachin~ UCC Sec . 3-417 for the
last two semesters. He is expected to arrive in Williamsburg
immediately upon the conclusion of a private r efresher
course in Procedure . Estim alted
date is September, 1995.
Professor Arthur Phelps has
announced his resignation to
accept a managerial post with
Shepard's Citations, Inc.
Thomas Jolls, professor of
law , has been acquitted of
alleged misappropria tion of
trust funds. The trial, orginally
. estimated to last two days , ran
for three weeks Que to Jolls'
' insistance that every courtroom
spectator be given an assigned
seat. A contempt citation was
suspended.
The National Park Service
announced yesterday that it is
discontinuing the use of Smokey

the Bear as its Forest Fire
Prevention mascot. Leading
contender for the post is Scott
Whitney.
Professor John Donaldson was
fined $100 in municipal court for
assault and battery. Donaldson
attacked a Fuller Brush
salesman, mistakingly thinking
that the salesman's "Would like
to have an order" was "Would
you like to have an audit."
Donaldson's attorneys, H&R
Block , had no comment.
Professors Tom Collins and
Don Llewellyn were named to
the list of "Ten Best Dressed
Academicians of 1972." Prof.
Timothy Sullivan was originally
a favorite to make the list but
was disqualified when he
refused to stop modeling his
wardrobe on the judges' table .
Col. Richard Walck was a
contestant last week on "What's
My Line?" The taping of the
program was temporarily halted
when Col. Walck refused to say
good-bye to Arlene Francis
unless she stood up.
Jerome Fontaine Leavell has
recently been the recipient of a
variety of national and international honors in the legal
and teaching professions. He has
been cited for listings in Who's
Who Among Authors and
Journalists, The Directory of
America n Scholars; and The
Dictionary of International
Biography.
Mr . Leavell has also been
elected to membership in the
American Society for legal
History and The American

In his request for workmen 's
compensation , Mills Howell, a
public employee, submitted the
following explanation to the
Virginia Workmen 's Compensation Board:
(1 ) When I arrived a t building
T-1640 to fix it I found that the
rains had dislodged a large
number of tiles on the roof. So I
rigged up a beam with a pulley
at the top of the building and
hoisted up a couple of barrels of
tile .

PLACEMENT

SECRETARY - Miss LOtta

Vit, pictured above, has been
hired by the law school to
serve as full-time placement
secretary for the coming
year. Although it was contemplated that she would
replace the SBA placement
director, the ClUTent occupant of that office, Curt
Coward, says, "No way I'm
leaving."
Society for Internation Law . He
was also selected for taped intervicws by Mississippi 's Oral
IIistory of Famous Men . Last
year 'he received the 1972
Distinguished Professor Award
from the Association of Alumni
of the University of Arkansas at
Little Rock while a visiting law
professor there.
Professor Timothy Sullivan
has been hired by the clothing
firm of Brooks Brothers to
model for their )968 catalol!.
UPI-The National Earth-

quake Center in Palo A\to,

(2) When I fixed the building ,
there was a lot of tile left over . I
hoisted the barrel back up again
and secured the line at the
bottom and then went up and
filled the barrel with the extra
tile. Then I went down to the
bottom and cast off the line.

shoulder.
(4) I then continued to the top,
banging my head on the beam
and getting my fingers jammed
in the pulley. When the barrel hit
the ground , it burst its bottom ,
allOwing all the tile to spill out. I
was now heavier than the barrel
and started down again a t a high
speed.
( 5) Halfway down I met the
barrel coming up and received
severe injuries on my shin.
When I hit the ground, I landed
on the tile getting several
painful cuts from the sharp
edges .
(6) At this point, I must have
lost my presence of mind ,
because I let go of the line. The
barrel then came down , giving
me another heavy blow on the
head and putting me in the
hospital.
I respectfully request compensation .

(3) Unfortunately , the barrel
of tile was heavier than I was
and before I knew what was
happening. the barrel start€'<'
down and I started up . I decided
to hang on, and half-way up I
met the barrel coming down and
received a severe blow on the

(Copyright Playboy magazine
and Scot Morris )

cahfornia has reported a substantial small scale tremor
emanating from the east coast of
the U.S. Scientists placed the
epicenter of the tremor i.n
Williamsburg , Virginia . Virginia
authorities have reportedly
traced the shudder to the local
law school where a massive pile
of books, paper, and garbage
collapsed suddenly yesterday in
a faculty office. There are as _yet
no reported casualties . however,
but law professor Tom Collins is

apparently missing and feared
buried beneath the rubble.
Associate Dean RichardWilliamson has been chosen by
Proctor and Gamble. Inc .. to do
a series of national television
ad\'ertisem ents for " Protein 21"
hair spray. It is r eported that he
was selec ted over idal Sassoon .
Professor colt Whitney has
been engaged by the National
Geographic to star in nationwide
television special, " Shooting the
Wild Bison ."
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Brian Bromberger Deported
After Morning Police Raid
By A. Forbes
This reporter was awakened
earl. yesterday morning by an
unusual police call. Arriving at
the address shortly before the
police van. I was able to get a
good vantage point. A cordon of
City police. with branches stuck
int o
their
hatbands
for
camoflage, su rrounde d the
house on Pinko i...ane. Police
Chief Bull Whiplash warily
app roach ed the front door
brandishing a fire axe. It was all
over in a matter of moments.
and the fugitive Bryan Brom·
berger was in custody. Bromberger. well-known sta r perform er of Bubbling Bryan 's
Bullslinging Circus at MarshallWythe , had been in cont empt of
a court order r equir ing him to
present himself at Ellis Island ,
N.Y. for imm ediate deportation.
This was the dramatic conclusion of a shor t bu t hardCought court battle which had
begun Mar ch 16. when a class
action was filed in Williamsburg
Ci rcuit Cour t to .dec lare
Bromberger an undesirable
alien. Sec ond year student
Phillip C. Barr headed the legal
resea rch team for the collective
plaintiffs. Mr. Barr was extremely frust r ated when the
judge threw out seven pages of
the plead ings in whi ch were
present ed the state of the law on
Cornication in Pennsylvania as
being totally unrelated to the
case. Barr admitted this but said
he just wanted someone to read
it.
The major charge. however.
was impersonating a law
proCessor . The defense, headed
by Col. Richard Walck . scored
an early victory and for a time it
seemed Bromber ger might get
off. The Colonel 's masterstroke
was to introduce testimon y of
deCendant's rece nt lec tur e on
larceny. (See r elated story page
7.) "Can a nyone believe that a
reasonable man hearing this
lecture would be decei ved into
thinking that he was in a bona
fide class ? This is difficult to
believe . difficult in the extrem e." At this , th e judge
dismissed one count, ruling that
under no set of fac ts could such
ev idence indicate an attempt to
impersonate a la w professor .
Th e tide turned for the
plaintiffs , how eve r , when
members of la st year 's small
Admin . Law section were called
to the stand . They told a sordid
tale of Australian football and
unconscionable deprivation of
Gilberts in the classr oom. But
most damaging of all was the
mys terious affai r of The Paper.
The exact meaning of this
cryptic phr ase ha not been

M-W Gets
W&M Hall
ContinuC'd from Page I.

to cooperate with the ad·
ministration's plan.
ProCessor " Killer" Hamilton.
sp('a king for t he French
DC'partmpnt. noted that hp was
pC'rsonally delighted .
"That sil ly savage Dean
\\11\' \e won 't let mC' sit on John
,\!a'rshall's
head
between
(·Iasses." Killer explained . " But
h(' hurly bartender at Zor ro's
has assured mC' that I can sit on
his n('on sign \\'henpver I want
'0

determined , for whenever the
subject was touched upon , the
witnesses
became
uncon trollable. yelling obscenit ies
about Pennsylvania law , fornica tion. and the usefulness of
learning all about abortion.
After this. the verdict was
ass ured. and the deportation
or der was gIven the same da y.
Bromberger requested a stay
un til he could get his class to
work on his ap peal. but the judge
cursorily dismissed the motion.
When reached for com ment ,
Bromberger was resigned.
"They had me at a disadvantage
in ther e, you know. I tried to get
the judge off on victimless
cri mes. but the judge did not go
for the Socratic method . He was
no t very impressed when I tried
to bring up obsceni ty, and I
didn't get far with m y brilliant
Ue on the value of the

n you identify the famous
personage in this photo?

privilege involved. "
On March 31, Bromberger was
ta ken to Ellis Island and placed
aboard a German cargo suba) "The Silver Fox"
marine headed for Dingo
b ) President Graves
Stat ion. New South Wales . The
c ) The n ew Dean
departure of the Kanger U Boat
d) The old Dean
was delayed for a while because
e) Garo Yeppremium
of an unidentified hot air source,
but soon it got underway and the
ga t he red specta tors were
GRAND PRIZE: Eighteen hours of sCintilating tapes of
treated to a sight of Bryan
s by Arthur Phelps on Corporations (including the
Bromberger sinking to the
bottom of the ocean.
famous 63 Va. 109), Thomas Jolls on Secured Transactions
and " Mad Dog Tonv " Santoro, "on the make ."
Ther e is a happy ending,
FIRST PRIZE: The SBA vice presidency.
however (for those of you who
SECOND PRIZE: The SBA pres idency.
th ink the ha ppy ending has
THIRD PRIZE: Free admission to th e disciplinary
al ready been reported . please
stop reading ). Bromberger has :nr'f\('I>I>,riings against the Amicus staff, and a key to the faculty
announced that he will accept a
!broom.
posit ion with Gilberts of
The first correct entry received before midnight, April 1,
Australia , Ltd. , to do an outline 1973, will receive the grand prize; successive correct entries
of Abo riginal Administrative in chronological order of receipt will receive the remaining
Law and on e on Obscenity
on a descending scale. (All ties will be decided by duels
Leg islation among the WalJabys .
- hornbooks at 40
ces.

to anew cat; ..
treat yourseH to a Mel Causey loan.

Ka'ln..a

you treat

for a good second car or
you've picked out a brand '
new one, maybe a boat, .
even a home improvement
loan, Mel would like to
help you.
. So before you treat
yourself toa new. or used

Mel is Vice President
of Old Colony, Williamsburg's only independent
bank.

He has been in the
business of successfully
financing new and used
cars for over ten years.He knows that buying

a new car is the second
'largest investment ·
most people make in
a lifetime, and they
don't want to make it
a lifetime investtnent.
Whether
you're looking

.

car~

or that special

.purchase in your life,
stop by Old Colony and
talk to Mel Causey, a
friend you can bank 011.
1310 Jamestown Rd. ·
.~ 220-1607.
'"

'OLD COLONY
BANKand TRUST ·COMPANY
. of WlLL1AMSBURG .
MemiwrFlJfC
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Students Score Whelming Success
Third year student Steve
Boardman has announced his
association with New York attorney William Kuntzler.
Don Kornfield has received a
summer clerkship as a con sultant to White House Advisor
Dwight Chapin.
First student Benjamin
Franklin Shaw, has announced
that he has raised the reward for
the return of his blue Civil
Procedure notebook from $3.00
to $3.25. Reportedly he has been
deluged with phony notebooks
from second year students who
have tried to sell him their notes
from Prof. Collins' Civil
Procedure section of last year in
hastily contrived blue binders.
Second year student Louis
Puller recently disclosed the
consumation of a six -figure
contract with Jimmy "The
Greek" Snyder of Las Vegas
under which Mr. Puller will
provide expert consultation in
matters rela,ling to card gambling.

11M THE COLONEL.

FLY ME

.. •

'Tfp"';

controversial film
"Deep
Throa t" which she charac- .,'..;.~ '
'"/'
terized
as
a
"classic ~jl,--representation of the state of the
art, the state of the law , and the '
state of women's rights l "
SBA President Art Walsh has
announced his association , as of
August 1973, with the Charlot tesville firm of Michie and Co.
Mr . Walsh will serve as an Asst.
Headnotes Proofreader for the
Arkansas
reports.
Walsh
commented that this was the
best of several attractive offers
he had received.
Second year student Leslie
Hoffman has announced her
association with the American
Tobacco Growers Institute as a
lobbyist.
Professor Brom berger has
announced that he will be unable
to meet with his Criminal Law
Class this Friday. However , he
expressed confidence that Cliff
like a Pentecostal
Weckstein would have enough to
interruption s."
say that the class would be kept
establish a visiting professorwell occupied.
Third year student Sally ship at the University of TanJames has been engaged by the zania . Leading candidates are
Williamsburg law firm of Thomas Jol/s , Arthur Phelps
and Jerome Leavell. SBA
Carneal, Smith and Athey as a
legal secretary .
President Art Walsh announced
Second year student Curt that the highlight of the camCoward has announced the paign will be a Roller Derby
formation of a William & Mary match in the Sunken Garden ,
chapter of the Weatherman
Division of the Students for a
Democratic Society. Professor
Edmonds of the Sociolog y
Department will serve as faculty
advisor to the group.
Third yea r student Tom
Wright has announced his imminent failure in Trial and

'/ _

p

AppeJJa!" Proc<>dur" ,

and

' .

Second year students David
Johnson and Brian Rosenberger
have
announced
their
resignation from the William
and Mary Law Review in order
to accept what they describe as
the "more prestigious" positions
of co-editors of the sports page in
the Amicus Curiae. Outgoing
editor Tom Terp announced that
the vacant positions will be filled
by Sue Sue Williams and Jack
Guarnaccia.
First year SBA representative
Joan Lubeley has recently
concluded arrangements with
Curriculum
Committee
Representative Prof. Thomas
Jolls and Administrative
representative Mrs . Ann Forbes.
for a seminar in the First
Amendment Rights. Feature
attraction for the new seminar,
according to Ms. LubeIey , will
be a private showing of the

Professor BoIling Powell has
announced the charitable
donation of his estate , Warner
Hall , in Gloucester Point, Va .,
for the founding of a hippie
commune to be known as "The
Legal Luminaries " and run by
Second Year Studen t Larry
Bruckner.
Third yea r student H. Vincent
Conway will accept a position as
aide to Senator William Proxmire as soon as Conway's hair
transplant is completed.
In commenting on the current
grading controversy , Dr.
William Swindler has con demned the installation of an
elevator in the proposed Roger 's
Renovation.
The M-W SBA has received an
award from the American Bar
Association for 100 percent
participation of students. Randy
"Fudge" Eley accepted the
award.
The SBA has announced
another fund raising drive to

emceed by President Graves.
Colonial typewriters has
repaired Professor Jerome
Curtis' typewriter , resinstalJing
the A.
The formation of a Virginia
Council for the Protection of the
Opposum has been announced
by third-yea r student David
Favre. In order to devote full
time to this endeavor , Favre has
resigned from the firm of Cornelius and Favre , whi ch he
recently formed.
James P . Whyte, newly appointed Chief Justice of the
United States , has announced
the selection of third year
s:tud~nt Roh~ .. t

hi"

intention to run for SBA
president.
Second yea r student Sue
Cornelius has been engaged as a
top political aid in Mills Godwin's campaign for the governorship.
Second year student Buster
O'Brien has accepted a job with
Yellow Cab of Williamsburg.
"This is my third pro slot on a
taxi squad ," he says.
Law librarian Doctor J.
Madison Whitehead has been
hired for a new series of Wino'
chester little cigar commercials.
Professor Arthur Phelps has
recently completed a new book,
" Sodomy and Buggery in
Virginia and West Virginia ,"
which is available for $25.00,
from Chicago Law Outlines .' Inc.

"A Soc r atic dialogue,
sermon, is a monologue punctuated by worshipful
T om Wolfe

THE GOm~OTHER
AND THE FRONT-OFFI

................;F~~AMI;~L;~Y..........................4

~**********
ERIE V. TOI-IPKI NS
IS t-1Y TAILOR

lVhit,p a~ hi~ {i,("Sot

law clerk.
Professor Hamilton Killen ,
Jr..
has
announced
his
resignation from the French
faculty to enroll in the law
school. " I just can 't bear to be
away from this building ," he
said.
Second yea r student Jim
Murray has filed a permanent
declaration of candidacy with
the SBA.
Profl'ssor Jerome Curtis was
cited for contempt by Judge
Robl'rt Armistead for missing a
trial. Cur tis ' defense was that he
had to be in class .

RODGERS
QUALITY CLEANERS
SERVING WILLIAMSBURG OVER 43 YEARS
• Expert Shirt Laundry
1 Day Shirt Service - Bachelor Bundles
• Refrigerated "Hartel" Storage Vault
• Formals & Wedding Gowns - Special Articles
Beautifully Hand Cleaned & Finished
• Slipcovers & Draperies Cleaned & Finished
• Knitted Garments Expertly Cleaned & Blocked
• Leather Goods Cleaned
• Furs Cleaned & Refri!lerated Storage By

Waite,. ..JJa,.telproce~~
• A!teration & Repair Service by Seamstress

1 HOUR

DRY CLEANING

229-1881
519 PRINCE GEORGE

BRANCH

RT. 143

WILLIAMSBURG, VA

BINGLEYS CORNER

229-9194
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Student Reveals Purchase .;.;"nNnre\1Xmt('sePli~~~~~=~:thaS
Of R
L nn d
k
~mous

U

By Clifford Irving
Second year student John L.
Bagwell. of Arlington . announced yesterday that he had
finalized a deal which allowed
him to buy the Brooklyn Bridge.
Although Bagwell did not
elaborate on the transaction , he
called it a "chance in a
lifetime. '
While in New York City over
the break , Bagwell was walking
along 5th Avenue when a man
dressed in shabby clothes
walked up to him and explained
that he needed money to
smuggle his family out of Cuba.
The m. sterious man then pulled

.

m~r

U

out a deed, which , according to
Bagwell, "proved conclusively"
tha t the man did indeed 0'W1l the
famous bridge .
'''He only wanted $2,500 for it,"
Bagwell related , 'and although I
was a bit cautious at first , when
he agreed to take my personal
check , I knew I could trust him."
When asked what prompted
him to buy the 9O-year old
structure , the young entrepreneur replied , "Well , I
have always admired the bridge
from an architectural standpoint bul the obvious moneymaking possibilities involved
forced me to make the pur-

Bromberger Edifies
Criminal Law Class
With Lucid Lecture
By Law Review Staff
In the interest of furthering
the legal education of the entire
Marshall-Wythe student body ,
Professor Bromberger has
deigned to permit the Amicus to
publish the following transcript
of his Ma rch 9th lecture in
Crimin al Law. This lucid
example of pedanticism might
well serve as a model for
emulation by all prospecti ve
legal scholars. The Amicus is
particularly
gra teful
to
Professor Bromberger {or
permitting this publication in
light of the fact tha i he has
already turned down a request
by the William & Mary Law
Rl'View to publish it.
" The offense of larceny must
constitute a tr esspass against
the possession of the owner.
Therefore. an employee who is
in rightful possession of his
master's goods cannot commil a
larceny as to t hose goods .
However. if the employee's
possession is mere custody and
not actual possession , then the
custody exception to the
possession rule will be a pplied to
the employee 's possession and
he will be acquitted of the larceny , although he may be guilty
of converting the goods from his
custody to his possession. The
distinction between possession
and custody rests upon the

natu re of the employee 's
possession vis a vis the master 's
possession , keeping in mind that
it is unlikelv that a master's
possession \~ould be deemed
custody rather than possession
due to the possessory nature of
the
master 's
ownership.
However , remember the employee's potential defense of
possessory c ustod y resulting
from the master's relinquishment of possession into the
custody of the employee thus
creating the
illusion
of
possession in the employee who
actually has mere possessory
custody. If the givor gives
possession to the givee and the
givee's possession exceeds
custody and amounts to
fiduciary possession in the
possessor givee , ther e's a larceny . In other words , if the
givee 's getting of the giving
gives the givee possessory
possession amoun ting to more
than custody because the parting of possession by the givor
vested the givee in illusory
possession exceeding custodial
possess ion , it thereby constitutes larcenous invasion of the
givor 's possessory interest. To
sum up , in the words of the
famous legal scholar , I. Reed
Gilbert , it is not larceny for an
employee to steal property that
he already lawfully possesses.

mistresse~nb~ ~:;~'to~~;~~tS~~

U

and pet negligence .
cha se ." Ba gwell made no
tropical fish discovery
comment as to what some ofthose possibilities might be. ·8 r.,."""Il",." c and the statutes of
will be stressed .
However , Bagwell did disclose
A new course for 1974 will be
the rough outlines of a financial
);
(Prof .
counseling arrangement that he
has worked out with fellow
second year student Stan
Preston , whom he for sees as
managi ng the, enterprise .
Bagwell described Preston ,
whom some ha ve speculated is a
part owner in the scheme, as a
"financial wizard , par excellance." John has referred all
future inquiries by repor ters ,
potential employees, and his
creditors to Preston .

Patrician Demand s
The William & Ma r y Law
Review has issued a strongly
worded message to Associate
Dean Williamson decrying the
continued existence of the lower
80 per cent of the second and
third yea r classes. " We feel that
it is very tasteless and selfish for
any student who has not made
law review to hang around ,
especially considering the
crowded conditions," the report
continued.

Editor-in-Chief Tom Terp was
not particularly disturbed ,
however . "I haven 't seen anyone
who is not on the staff since my
first year when I ran into
someone in. the bathroom . . .
Still, it is the principle of the
thing. 47 Va. 192."
Dean Williamson is reported
to have replied that since the
Coif turned us down , he did not
thin k it much mattered.

MAKES THE HOUR
SO LONG-

"S~G"TO

1'()Ati.

o,'CAwttMJ

'tIOVA

.en

KING OF BEERS ®

~~""~~~~t&t

~~.op&~-tHUJ$~:$~/1(oIt

THE lARGEST-SELLING BEER IN THE WORLD

~-/7d~~/nfX
ST. LOUIS
NEWARK
HOUSTON
COLUMBUS

Continued (rom Page .2.
coming to our office with a 2.0
average must be some sort of
weird character .
I wish you the best of luck in
your efforts to render MarshallWythe's grading policies more
capable of comprehension. As
long as ou r interviewer is
compelled to endure a lengthy
expla nation of the 3-point
gr ad ing system system and the
unusually strict policy of
awa rd ing above average grades ,
we will be forced , I presume, to
continue hiring bright students
from other law schools, whose
law school grades do not require
such ex plana tion .
Mr. R. Y. Shylocke

CAN MAKE
YOU SLEEPY?
1'1E0 CAN MAKE
YOU DOZE?
'iIHO CAN MAKE YOUR
EYES SO HEAVY THEY
JUST NATURALLY CLOSE
THE 'SANDMAN' CAN
CAUSE HE SPRINKLES
YOU WI CITES AND

Budweiser.

Letters to the Editor
These young men come to us
with grade averages as high as
3.8 on the much mor e understandable -I-point scale. Their
professors also require a C
average for continued presence
in the program. but they award a
B to a student who demonstrated
above-average competence on
the examination. From the
views
expressed in
the
afo r ementio ned articles , it
seems that Marshall-Wythe
professors "award" a C or C
plus for such performances .
Consequently . if the reasoning in
your articles is correc t, any
~larshall - Wythe g radua te

a course in Pet Law. It will
with the contract problems
tween pet-masters, pet-

LOS ANGELES
-JAC KSONVI LLE

TAMPA
MERRIMACK

& WILLIAMSBURG

When
'-

'

- -.- - - - -

you
say

Budweiser
M. Price Distributing Company, Hampton

you've said it aliI
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~uchllonored

Teacher

To Join ~- W'Faculty
By Lester Maddox
Outgoing Dean Whyte announced late last Friday that a
truly outstanding legal scholar
has been engaged to teach at
Marshall-Wythe starting in the
fall of 1973. Professor Levy
Jereall of the Southeastern
Mississippi Textile University
School of Law has accepted
Dean Whyte's offer of a full
professorship. The Dean proudly
pointed to a long list of
achievements which mark Mr.
Jereall's stellar career. Among
his more notable accolades, the
new pedagogue is listed in
"Who's Who in Lunenberg
County"; he is probational
..member of the International Pet
Law Society ; and he is founder
of the Law Professor of the Year
Guild which, to his undisguised
surprise, named him Law
Professor of the Year 1970. The
lame duck Dean swelled with
pride when he described this
hiring as the penultimate
triumph is a long line of faculty
recrutiment masterstrokes. "I
don't know how Southeastern
Textile ever let him get away ,"
he remarked.
Upon hearing of this appointment the Amicus dispatched a reporter to S.E.M.T.U. to
investigate the background of
this fine addition to our outstanding faculty. We arrived at
law school at 10:15 and
proceeded directly to the ,back of
the school's sole classroom
hoping to catch :i glimpse of the
master in action. Upon waking
the nearest student, we were
reprimanded for disturbing his
rest and then informed that any
damn' fool knew that' "Old
Levy 's 10 o'clock class never
began before 10:40 ." While

waiting for the tardy professor,
we seized the opportunity to
interview several of his
students.
They explained his efficient
seating chart with the good
students awarded front row
seats while the proletarians
were relegated to distant corners of the decrepit hall. In
response to a question about the
"ten minute rille" which would
have permitted them to leave in
light of the teacher's delayed
Qrrival, they explained that the
famous scholar had a ternperm ental and volatile personality and he would not brook
such insubordination .
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Unfortunately we were unable
to obtain any concrete intelligence about Mr. JereaU's
grading policies. It seems that
he 'has not yet finished grading
his spring 1970 exams , although
we did discover that he had
flunked one student. The reason
for the failure was unknown
because of the professor's long

standing refusal to review
exams. However, speculation
had it that the irrascible student
had the audacity to flaunt the
school's honor code by signing
"yes" to his honor pledge. .
Suddenly in strode the
vaunted professor , a southern
gentleman to the hilt despite his
Ivy League education. He cut an
impressive figure in his Harvard
blazer (top button carefully
fastened ) and studious looking,
hea vy hornrimmed eyeglasses ;
intelligence glinted from his
bald pate. He began an'
inimitable dissertation with a
short but cogent selection from
the morning funny papers.
Barely acknowledging the ripple
of applause solicited by this
clever bit of levity, he moved
right along to the "meat" of his
discourse. This consisted of
reading from the "authority" in
the field, whom Mr. Jereall
described as one of his most
memorable and instructive law
school mentors, a certain Dr:
Martin L. Ziontz, U.B. With
considerable dexterity , the
talented teacher then shifted
gracefully to his famous
"Socratic method," a masterful
display of Socratic wizardry
featuring such gems as : "What
do you mean what do I mean? "
"Mr. Adams, woilld you please
restate Mr. Smith's summary of
Miss Ward's answer to my
rhetorical question?" and "Mr.
Jones would you please explain
what I meant when 1 said that
there was a split of authority as
to the black letter of the Sunday
blue laws depending upon which
side of the issue you took, in light
of the factual circumstances of
the individual case keeping in
mind that the issue is one for the

Much honored Professor Levi Jereall makes another of the
cogent points Marshall-Wythe students will come to know and
love when he joins the faculty next year. Professor Jereall has
the honor of having received outstanding professor awards at
every school in which he has taught, so it is certain students
will be overwhelmed by him here. In the photo, he is making
use of the sort of concise outline that has made his teaching
famous.
trier of fact? "
Much to our dismay , the
period was all too soon over.
With bated breath we hastened
\0 meet the famous man , only to
discover that he had to rush off
because
of
a
pressing
engagement - He had an appointment with C. Harper
Powell , J .D.
(Janatorial
Department ), who was coming
by to dust off all of the

professor's diplomas. He did
pause long enough, however, to
present us with a first edition of
his eight volume autobiography.
-publ\shed b'j the Gilberts Law
Summary Company.
Disappointed that journalistic
commitments necessitated our
prompt return to Virginia , we
departed Southeastern
Mississippi on the next
scheduled logging truck .

New Dean Is Real Heavyweight
By A. Forbes
Only hours after the announcement of Dean James P.
Whyte's appointment to the

Supreme Court, the president of
the College of William and Mary
announced the appointment of a
former Marshall-Wythe faculty
member as the new dean.

"I am delighted ," said
President Thomas Graves , Jr. ,
"to announce that a former
professor of immense stature
has agreed to occupy the dean's
office at our law school. Every
student who was fortunate
enough to have Gary Bahr in the
classroom remembers those
hours with a special feeling and
will, I have no doubt, welcome
this announcement that Mr.
Bahr has accepted the deanship
at Marshall-Wythe."
"Few people," the president
continued , "could fill the dean 's
shoes with as much vigor and
understanding as Mr. Whyte.
But I am confident that students
and faculty members will be just
as pleased with Mr. Bahr as they
were with the new Chief Justice.
Bahr, a graduate of the
University of South Dakota law
school, came to Williamsburg in
the fall of 1970, and was clearly
the heavyweight in the crop of
new professors that year. In the
·next two years, students in
contracts, torts, admiralty, and
remedies saw his smoke.
Students
particularly
remember Bahr's skill with the

Socratic
method .
Few
professors. it is agreed , ha\ e
been able to pose such incisively
Socratic questions as ' what do
you mean. what do I mean ?"
This past fall , Bahr left
Marshall-Wythe for Capital.
Universitv law school in Ohio. As
he explained in an exclusive
interview with the Amicus ,
" they made me an offer I
couldn 't refuse. I had the chance
to- (each jurisprudence , and
straighten out some foolish ideas
about A.merican law spread by
such people as Corbin and
Williston ."
Professor William Swindler ,
who
presently
teaches
jurisprudence. expressed
delight at Bahr's return. ' 'I'll be
delighted. " he said , "to profit
from Gary Bahr's advanced
learning and expertise on the
subjec t. And of course , he and I
are of one mind about grading .'
Bahr will be unable to come to
Marshall-Wythe before the
beginning of the summer
session . In the interim between
his arrival and Dean Whyte's
departure. Graves announced.
Professor Thomas Collins ,
chairman of the faculty com-

mittee on courses , will serve as
Acting Dean .
" I realize that there may be
som e surprise tha t one of the
associate deans will not occupy
this position.' Graves said. " But
it was felt that it would be
inadvisable to place an administrator who has any present
powers to make changes in the
position of acting dean. Rather ,
we would like a caretaker who
won 't disturb anything before
the new dean arrives to. as it
were . sweep , clean. "
Associate Dean Anthon y
Santoro could not be reached for
comment on the appointment ,
and the Amicus has learned that
Associa te
Dean
Richard
Williamson is out of town interviewing for a post at Ohio
State. which he believes to be the
nation 's finest law school.
Studen t reaction to the Bahr
selection can best be summed up
in the words . of second-year
student Robert Quadros who
noted . " Bahr 's class was surely
unique . I don't think I'll ever see
something like it again."

